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The smartest
foot bath for the

modern dairy
farmer

Intra Bath
Solves your Hoof problems
á	 Three separate parts with easy assembly
á	 Less pollution (manure) into the bath, therefore extended                              
 use of foothbath solution
á	 Easy	to	fill,	empty	and	clean
á	 Less harmful to the environment
á	 More	economical	to	use
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One of the biggest hoof health concerns of dairy farmers:
The foot bath quickly becomes polluted with manure. The consequence 
is that the last cows are walking through a contaminated foot bath.

The Intra Bath will solve this problem! 60% of the manure 
falls through the middle grill, therefore, the Intra Bath is much 
more effective than a traditional foot bath.

Most dairy farmers use a foot bath to prevent hoof problems as much 
as possible. However, the overall success of the footbath varies and is 
largely dependent on many factors:

 á How clean are the hooves before entering the foot bath? 
á	 Which product is being used in the foot bath to treat the  
 hooves?
á	 How serious is the infection rate throughout the herd? 

In the last few decades, few developments regarding the principle style 
and functionality of a foot bath have come forth.  And while the use of 
a traditional foot bath is better than not using one at all, there are still 
many disadvantages with these
type of baths: 
 á Hard to handle
 á Pollution in the bath
 á Unkind for the environment
 á Expensive to maintain

With the introduction of the Intra Bath, these issues will 
become problems of the past! 
Intracare has developed the Intra Bath together with dairy farmers, 
hoof trimmers, and veterinarians. It has many advantages. The Intra 
Bath consists of three parts: two synthetic baths and a metal grill. The 
three parts are easy to assemble. Compared to traditional baths, the 
Intra Bath has the following advantages:

 á Less pollution: 60% of the manure falls through the middle grill  
 and not into the bath.
 á Cost effective: Intra Bath has 35% less capacity compared to a  

 traditional bath. More cows can be treated, using less product.
 á Easy to handle and environmental friendly

The grill from Intra Bath is made from 100% stainless steel and 
therefore very sustainable. 

For more information, go to www.intracare.nl

Intra Hoof-fit Bath
We advise using our Intra Hoof-fit Bath (solution) exclusively in the 
Intra Bath. This Intra Hoof-fit concept is more effective than traditional 
additives, without extra costs.

How to use the Intra Bath:
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Intra Bath
Solves your Hoof problems

1. Press both baths into the rail of the  
    grill

2. Push the grill firmly into the baths         
    with your feet. Make sure the baths   
    are secured tightly to the grill

3. Fill the Intra Bath with at least 15         
    cm of water. (The total content of   
    each bath is approximately 80 liters)

4. Add 4 liters of Intra Hoof-fit Bath   
    per bath. (This would make a solution              
   of 5%)

5. After approximately 250 walk-
   throughs, we recommend refreshing 
   the baths. Remove the grill and 
   empty the baths


